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By the socioeconomic lights of the 1934 film, Imi
tation of
something is visually unnatural
about African-American Delilah (Louise
Beavers) standing at the back door of a house,
while the white "Miss" Bea (Claudette Colbert),
a single mother, struggles bathe her child and
get ready for work. The scene's unnaturalness
arises not from Delilah standing at the back
door, in terms of 1934 racial dynamics the right
place, but from a perfectly good black servant
being wasted while the white lady has to care
for her own child. Of course Bea doesn't see
that; she's
distracted. But Delilah recognizes
the natural solution to her own problem, finding
domestic work where she can bring her own
would be to serve Bea. While Bea is
upstairs attending to her daughter, Jesse,
Delilah, though she has known Bea for about
two minutes, takes it upon herself to lay
breakfast for Bea and Jesse. Typical of the flat
tering self image the film takes of white-black
relations, Delilah's conversation concerns only
problems, in spite of Delilah's having no
job and a
of her own.
Had the film explored Delilah's problems in
more detail, her circumstance would have
revealed the nurturing kindly face at the back
door have been partly a survival strategy. For
the already difficult situation of black workers
in the U.S. during the period was disproportion
ately worsened by the onset of the Depression.
The New
State Department found that dur
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ing the Depression "a woman worker living at home with her family"
had earn "$1,056 a year, or over $20 a week, in order to achieve a min
imum 'adequate living budget.'" This figure assumed income from a
spouse. If the woman was alone, she would need to earn $1,193 per
year. A Mrs. Johnson, an African-American "thirty three year old day
domestic, earned between $4 and $ 6 a week" (Greenberg 80). Delilah
appears at Bea's back
homeless and with a dependent child. Con
ditions for domestic workers in New York in the 1930s illustrate the
hardness of life for such a woman: "a 'slave market' for domestic work
ers developed in which black women stood on street corners in the
Bronx and Brooklyn while white women auctioned for their services"
(Arnott and Matthaei 170; Gray).
And Delilah is hired for room and board only. Nevertheless, in a
short
she has a place in
"family," for she is quickly known as
"Aunt" Delilah, a southern servant's familial role that has migrated
north, along with large post-World War I out-migrations of Blacks from
the South. Regarding this oddity — a New York white woman in the
1930s adopting a familial address for an African-American woman
which
origins in the apologist arguments of pro slavery ideo
logues — Eric Sundquist notes, the landmark Supreme Court decision
the 1883 Civil Rights Cases extended "racial dualism" for African Amer
icans and turned back equal access
"accommodations, public con
veyances, restaurants, theaters, and the like."
"reunion of North
and South necessitated political and legal separations that turned the
'Negro problem'
to the South . . . using the South to further what
were in reality national inclinations.... There was throughout the North
not only acquiescence among the white population in the 'Southern
Way' of solving the race problem but a tendency to imitate it in practice"
- hence, an unintended imitation of life for the 1934 film (238, 241).
For African-Americans in white families Hollywood
construct
ed an appropriate family identity from the beginnings of the film indus
try. The Mammy of Birth of a Nation (played in black-face by a white
actress) internalizes the emotions of
white family, even as family
members ride out in
Klux Klan robes to prevent, among other things,
the threat of ex-slaves soiling white women by rape. Michael Rogin
argues that Birth of a Nation brought together three Southerners with an
interest in keeping nineteenth-century social order: Woodrow Wilson,
the first Southerner
be elected president
the Civil War (he seg
regated the previously integrated U.S. Post Office when he came into
office); Thomas Dixon,
wrote The Klansmen, the source for Birth;
and D.W. Griffith. At a
when immigrant influx was breaking down
traditional class barriers and, in Griffith's
"reform was sweeping
the country," reformers needed an ally and "Griffith looked like the
man" (Rogin
In Birth,
myth of the bestial Black invading Amer
ican government exists in an African-American election victory that
leads
drunken riot. Perhaps it is a testimony to the success of Birth in
disseminating its message to a mass audience that in a later films such
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as Imitation, "Aunt" Delilah is guilty of no such behavior. Yet by the
early 1930s and throughout Depression era America conditions threat
ened to upset the racial order Wilson
envisioned when
praised
Birth of a Nation, whose title
refers to a vision of a national racial
order enforced by the
The potential for getting help from com
munists or unions led some African-Americans, for example, into the
communist party or into trying to make common cause with white
unions.
uniting of black causes with other agendas recurs through
out the 1930s. For example, the 1936 National Negro Congress was
organized by, among others, "trade unionists, socialists, and Commu
nists
promote economic change" (Greenberg 81).
fight against
any racial and class reconfigurations of America occurred not just in the
streets, but from corporate offices as well. At stake was African-Ameri
can public identity. Joanne Nagel articulates the logic, "Ethnic identity
is closely associated with the issue of boundaries. . . . Debates over the
placement of ethnic boundaries and the social worth of ethnic groups
are central mechanisms in ethnic construction" (239). A mass entrance
into the communist party
the part of African-Americans during the
1930s never materialized, but the view of status quo corporate America
toward such a potential, coupled with the potential for African-Ameri
cans make common causes with unions, contributed a general stayin-your-place response that was reflected throughout American society,
a circumstance requiring a "second reconstruction" in the 1960s to
address it. In the 1930s, America had just gotten over what Frederick
Lewis Allen calls "the big red scare" of the 1920s. He writes, "Those
were the days when column after column of the front pages of the news
papers shouted the news of strikes and anti-Bolshevik riots; when radi
cals shot down Armistice day paraders in the streets" (38).
Imitation of Life's importance
mass market public writing of
African-American social identity in
time
beyond
depiction of
just another mammy. Film historians have demonstrated how Holly
wood, the domain of immigrants
outsiders, was brought into the
accepted fold of middle class capitalist social standards.
logic
Jane Addams's
remark took on urgency in the Depression:
"Because we failed to organize leisure [and leisure entertainment] as we
organized production . . . city youth was exposed to violent tempta
tions" (qtd Rogin 351). "The solution," Rogin notes, "was to reform
movies, not abolish them, so that the motion picture could operate like
a 'grand social worker'" (351-2). As
Depression created unrest and
sent specters of the communist Russian Revolution
haunt the imagi
nations of establishment
the need
enforce social stability inten
In 1933, newspaperwoman Lorena Hickock wrote, "vast numbers
of the unemployed in Pennsylvania are 'right on the edge'... It would
n't take much to make communists out of them" (qtd Brier 345). Robert
Sklar points
"The high priority the nation's leaders placed
rec
ommending
foundations of public morale was not lost
those pro
ducers and directors whose
was enhanced prestige, respectability,
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and cultural power" (196); one of those directors, the producer of Imita
tion of
was
Laemmle, an immigrant. Sklar traces Disney car
toons from early in the Depression to the end of the 1930s to establish a
Depression era evolution from a world of the imagination to a world
moral tale. In this scheme middle class standards are reinforced, as
is faith in established American leadership of the sort being promoted
by first the Hoover and then the Roosevelt administrations, both
which promised to solve seemingly impossible problems (198-205).
Beatrice Pullman's problem in Imitation of Life seems impossible, and
her eventual solution a fantasy with a moral lesson. Widowed with a
child, she has about nineteen dollars when she decides
rent a dilapi
dated store on the boardwalk in New
to go into business selling
pancakes. Without consulting Delilah, Bea uses Delilah's secret recipe
(and eventually Delilah's face
a billboard) to launch the business
against all
Out of money, Bea must talk one skilled laborer after
another into trusting her and into waiting until she succeeds before she
pays them back. We see her persuading the painter and the man who
supplies her fixtures. But we don't see how she succeeds. Ironically,
a film offering a lesson, the details of her success remain concealed. The
film cuts to Bea making her last installment to the fixture man. He offers
a capitalist lesson for the Depression era audience, telling Bea, "It does
you good
see someone go right ahead and
a success. . . . You
paid nothing down
the store because you agreed put the improve
ments in
you got the improvements because you
the store. I
guess about the only cash you put out was on my fixtures, and when I
to collect, you talked me out of that!" For a down-on-its-luck
audience it would be hard not to interpret this as both a call for patience
and a recipe for success. Until 1933
American corporations had
dealt with the Depression through "welfare capitalism," subsidizing
labor to maintain order and retain workers until better times would
arrive (Brier 291-2,
This view accorded with the Hoover adminis
tration's pleas for the American public to be patient in trusting estab
lishment governmental authorities to achieve prosperity. Neither Bea
nor Delilah challenge the system. Rather they work inside the system,
and inside the establishment racial order, to better their economic situ
ation.
When Bea
pity on Elmer Smith, a hungry out-of-work
found loitering outside the diner, and gives him some pancakes, he
imparts a capitalist secret that rivals Delilah's recipe. If Bea will give
him more food,
tells her, he'll
her a million-dollar idea in two
words. She hesitates and he tells her that Coca Cola used to peddle coke
for five cents a glass across a counter. He gives her the two words, "Bot
tle it," meaning mass produce it on the assembly line. Bea gives him the
pancakes and "a job besides." This film tells
audience that following
the lead of two of America's largest corporations (Coca Cola and
Motors) ends Elmer's unemployment. Later we see the boxes of pan
mix roll off the assembly line as proof of success and as an intend
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ed "imitation of life," here in the form of a dominant corporate practice.
Bea succeeds by following corporate America, not by rebelling against
capitalism. Anticipating advertising strategies of later corporate assem
bly line giants, we see a sign that lights up the sky announcing, "32 Mil
lion Packages Sold Last
act of advertising, which occupies a
quiet but important presence in this film, occurs more than once. If one
takes the force of the Bryant Dethloff insight that advertising encom
passes the twin results of "standardization of American culture and the
solidification of consumerism as a major factor in the national econo
my," then advertising in Imitation appears to act as both an ingredient
the formula for success. And, given the
Delilah's likeness is used
the ads, it's a force for standardizing her "appropriate" identity, or to
use an old term which carries negative connotations, her "place" in the
social hierarchy. This latter point applies to the function of the film itself
in constructing African-American identity.
power of advertising as
a cultural force is articulated by David Potter,
concludes that
"advertising compares with institutional religion and the school system
in the magnitude of
social influence" (qtd Bryant 186). Arguing
such a role for advertising, Walter Benjamin asserts, "It cannot be over
looked that the assembly line, which plays such a fundamental role in
the process of production, is in a sense represented by the filmstrip
process of consumption" (Writings 94). Imitation, then, serves the
same function as an assembly line in delivering a mass-produced
for African-Americans
its consuming audience. Benjamin adds,
"Mechanical reproduction of art changes the reaction of the masses
d art. . . . The
Ford, reaction
he
is characterized
whoThe
on to to
by more.
direct,
in
rateprogressive
intimate fusion of visual and emotional enjoyment with the orientation
of the expert" (Illuminations 234).
To understand the precise logic of the corporate and racial order that
this film holds up as a model for success, it is necessary
understand
Hollywood's own relationship during the Depression the U.S. corpo
and industrial history of the period. A pivotal figure of the early
twentieth century, Henry
perfected the assembly line. Robert
McElvaine notes that "The automobile was so central to the economy,
fact, that most authorities identify Henry Ford's decision to shut down
production for six months while
shifted from the Model T
the
Model A as the chief cause of the recession of 1927" (43) In his autobi
ography, Ford described the relationships of men
an assembly line:
"Some men do only one or two small operations, others do
The
man who places a part does not fasten it - the part may not be fully
place until several operations later. The man
puts in the bolt does
not put on the
the man
puts
the nut does not tighten it" (qtd
Bruchey 146).
importance of the automobile to the successful U.S.
economy of the 1920s cannot be overestimated. Keith Bryant and Henry
Dethloff remark that "The coming of the automobile set forces in motion
that helped establish a consumer-goods economy.
car manufactur
ers introduced new production and marketing methods - the moving
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assembly line, installment buying, for example - that changed the
national economy" (134).
three ingredients of Bea's success foregrounded in the film come
right out of the corporate economic history of the period: she buys on
time, she advertises, and she employs the assembly line.
Depres
sion era movie industry had several good reasons for pointing to such
factors in creating a carefully conceived multi-racial but hierarchical
narrative of
1920s had been good to Hollywood. Coming
into 1930, the Big Eight studios had a combined profit of over $55 mil
lion. By 1931 that figure had dropped to $6.5 million, and in 1932, as the
American economy plummeted toward bottom, they "showed net loss
es totaling $26 million. Thomas Schatz reports, "The industry hit bot
tom in early 1933, with the five integrated majors - Paramount, MGM,
Warners, Fox, and RKO - hit the hardest. Three of the five - Paramount,
Fox, and RKO into bankruptcy or receivership in early 1933, and
in all, the stock value of the five majors fell
nearly a billion dollars
in 1930
under $200 million in 1933" (159). Tino Balio remarks that
Universal, the studio that made Imitation,
1933 "had gone into
receivership" (15). Buhl and Wagner point out that these losses repre
sented a
trend that accelerated consolidation and control by Wall Street [a
trend] that was already under
from investment in equip
ment for the new sound films. . . . Movie people soon resumed
operations at higher levels, but with a newly burnished corpo
rate style bureaucracy firmly in place, turning Hollywood from
a society of semi-mavericks into a complex and carefully struc
tured system designed to turn out and
as important) mar
ket a more regularized product.
(10)
Schatz comments that under such conditions "Harry Warner
him
self in the early 1930s as the Henry Ford of the movie industry, and the
studio as a factory that produced consistent, reasonably priced products
for a homogenous mass of consumers" (136). Darryl Zanuck thought
working at Twentieth-Century Fox as "life
the assembly line" (Buhl
and Wagner 10).
Shifting to corporate management strategies and assembly line pro
duction helped create a very particular set of power and social relation
ships inside the studios. Buhl and Wagner reach a conclusion that at
first comes as a surprise: they see the studio system of the early 1930s
"as less like a ghetto sweatshop of family memory than a plantation
the California sun" (69). If one considers the full force of this character
ization, it seems to be a major contradiction in terms.
plantation
system has been posited
historians such as Eugene Genovese, Eliza
beth Fox-Genovese, and Gavin Wright to represent an alternative eco
nomic system to industrial capitalism. These two significantly differing
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economic structures are the dominant economic modes of nineteenth
century America, represented respectively by the South and the North;
significant continuity in labor and racial practices between the post-bel
lum and the antebellum South lingered on for nearly a century after the
civil war, maintaining the distinction in economic systems.
South
ern system was marked by the hegemonic role of the planter class; its
wheels were oiled by a paternalistic relationship between that dominant
class and
labor
North was characterized by its degree of
industrialization.
studios, although not a Southern economic force,
could operate paternalistically in the plantation style toward their labor
force due to New Deal legislation, passed in 1933, entitled the National
Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA). To save faltering industries, this legal
ized "certain monopoly practices." In the film industry, "collusion
among the Big Eight to control the marketplace now
government
sanction" (Schatz 160). Studio producers then "attempted to impose
salary ceilings, a limit free agency ... and, worst of all, a dictum that
actors' (and writers') agents could not negotiate without being licensed
by the producers themselves" (Buhl and
45). In a
the stu
thus had something resembling the monopoly of the Southern
planter
They at least
the power of their convictions behind
the advice the film offers Delilah. Studio moguls reinforced control
their employees with assembly line mass production strategies that
broke down the division of labor in the studios, thereby limiting
employee power to assert itself by weakening any individual who might
challenge the studio heads. This explains the professional decline
once powerful central producers such as Irving Thalberg and Darryl
Zanuck. Schatz remarks, "the studios steadily phased out or down
graded the central producer's role, and developed management systems
with a clearer hierarchy of authority and greater dispersion of creative
control" (161). Thus, in the studios of the 1930s, corporate strategies
carried for studio moguls the added benefit of sending, and enforcing,
the message that studio employees were to stay in their respective
places.
response of studio employees, however, was to fight such
monopolistic control with union activity, paradoxically,
licensed by
New
legislation (Schlesinger 136-151). Feeling
threat
their
power posed
unions created intense anxiety at the top in studios to
the extent that, though the studio had
ties to organized crime prior
to the 1930s, "mob ties did not accelerate until the 1930s" (Horne 5).
Organized crime infiltration of the studio unions was, in part, controlled
by the studios through their organized crime connections (Buhl and
Wagner 70-1, Horne 22-6). African-Americans, other than as performers
in carefully defined roles, were virtually invisible in the internal studio
hierarchy. As late as the 1940s Black actors Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee
reported "we didn't see any black people working anywhere" (Horne
52).
1934 version of Imitation of Life embodies the tensions and val
ues I have been describing. One can see the imprint of 1930s values
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more clearly by noting the differences between the 1934 version and the
1959 remake.
1959 version has
need to offer a success paradigm
in
face of a Depression economy. Gone from the 1959 version is the
entire pancake business and idea of the assembly line which
Bea
and Delilah.
1959 version comes in the wake of the 1954 Brown vs.
Board of Education decision which in the "mid-1950s" contributed
to "a violent counteroffensive" in the South where "open resistance to
school integration was urged
the
Klan and by the newly
organized White Citizens Councils" (Shapiro 409-10). In this atmos
phere, fourteen year old Emmett Till was murdered by two white men
in Money, Mississippi for talking to a white woman (Hampton and
Fayer 1-15). By 1955, the Montgomery bus boycott
begun, and
in Little Rock "a long line of Arkansas National guardsmen with
drawn bayonets turned a fifteen year old girl away from the entrance to
Central High School" (Hampton and Fayer
1959 Imitation
discards the pancake imagery as untenable - or even risky — in the
newly hot civil rights dynamics of the decade, though a lessened pater
nalistic relationship remains. And there's a more explicit moment of
white prejudice when Annie's (Delilah is renamed Annie in the 1959 ver
daughter's white boyfriend learns she is black and beats her up.
But the 1959 version
for a film primarily about the Bea character,
renamed Lora, on a quest for stardom as
actress. Unlike in the
Depression era version, being destitute isn't an unavoidable situation.
Lora remarks that she could work as a secretary to support her daugh
ter. But she is presented as possessed
the desire for attention. In the
process of seeking
through acting, Lora neglects her daughter,
substituting material things for love. Watching Lora, one can sense the
emergence of a Beat Generation critique of materialism, a protest
against "what they considered to be the blandness, conformity, and lack
of serious social and cultural purpose" in American life (Halberstam
Lora even neglects
who late in the film informs Lora that
she has a whole circle of friends and belongs to organizations that Lora
has been
preoccupied to even notice. By removing the fact that
Delilah
the recipe which made Bea famous, the 1959 version also
removes the clear issue of racial exploitation, reducing Annie's role to
that of mere housekeeper and trigger for the moments her daughter
rebels against being black.
At the bottom of the economic order going into the Depression,
African-Americans suffered more than other groups. Already victims of
exclusionary hiring practices, black laborers were concentrated
unskilled labor positions. This led a higher black unemployment rate
than that of white workers. In Cleveland, more than half of
AfricanAmerican workers were out of work.
observer remarked, "the race
is standing
a precipice of economic disaster" (qtd Brier 329). The
dire conditions of American workers led to
inclusion of AfricanAmericans in unions, notably in the United Mine Workers. Given the
twin hysteria capitalist leadership held for unions and communists,
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coupled with the 1935 Harlem race riot, unionism and communism as
models for black advancement repulsed leaders of industry (Wolters
305-8; Klehr 324-48; Complete Report 11, 42).
potential for whites
and blacks making common cause was dramatized in Chicago in 1931,
where real estate owners used the police to start evicting black families
could not pay their rent.
August 3, 1931, police killed
black members of a crowd trying to put
evicted black woman's
belongings back into her apartment. In response, the Communist Party
and the communist led International Labor Defense organized a demon
stration. A New Masses writer described the scene: "What a sight! What
a demonstration of working class solidarity; 25,000 white workers in a
funeral procession joined by 35
40,000 Negro workers, with 50,000
thethe line of march"
its black
its
, both
to onurged:
white
from
The
its
and
Thegonna
(Robbins 17). The
who
its a black woman, one of the marchers,
to
writer quoted
cried, "C'mon
down, brudders and sisters! Yo ain't losin' nuthin'. Yo ain't got nuthin'
lose. I ain't bin able to pay m' rent. They took away my home. C'mon
down. God ain't gonna help yo'. Prayers ain't
do yo
good"
(Robbins 17).
representation of dialect is that of the New Masses
writer. Whatever
accuracy, it matches the dialect employed in Imita
tion of Life and in class and racial terms links the two Depression era
black women, the communist and Delilah.
potential for a black
union or a black/communist partnership disturbed conservative white
leadership of the period. Thus the film pointedly avoids any activist
role for Delilah; instead it recommends conformity and obedience as
values which she
aspire. The counter position, the role of such
alliances seen
one black perspective, illuminates both the way
Blacks hoped such alliances would lead to change and the potential for
more successful action through communal effort. Black communist
James Ford



sho
no
an

In order for the Negro to be brought to
level of the whites,
both Negroes and whites must fight against these expressions of
discrimination. . . . The most efficient way [to fight] is by united
action.... When I say that I mean the Baptists, Methodists, Com
munists, Father Divine, Democrats - if all of these can get togeth
er
one issue we can back down discrimination.
(Greenberg 98)

Ford is here offering
alternate recipe for success, especially one with
workplace consequences. But Imitation avoids alternative labor models
for Delilah, at most displacing
question onto some unidentified, but
nevertheless racially circumscribed, moment in her daughter Peola's
future. Instead it offers
own model for African-American prosperity
in the form of a hybrid model of paternalism and assembly line meth
ods, one which in
general outlines recalls the plan the studios settled
on. And this model argues for an attendant social hierarchy.
From
conservative political perspective, Imitation of Life address
es the question of order in U.S. interracial labor, here viewed inside a
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white household that, like the plantation household, is peculiarly both
an economic and a family unit. In the antebellum South, such house
hold relations were the creation of slaveholders (Genovese, Roll; FoxGenovese). As historians have pointed out, such economic/familial rela
tions create a tension that the household structure cannot resolve. From
our first sight of Delilah, the film choreographs a visual account of order
that accords with traditional American labor - and studio labor — rela
tions.
appears at the appropriate entrance, racially speaking, the
back door. Once employed, she follows Bea dutifully throughout the
house, about a foot behind. After Elmer pitches the idea of boxing the
pancake mix, Bea imagines using Delilah's image on the boxes and
advertisements. Without explaining her
she tells Delilah to smile
and hold the box. Delilah smiles idiotically, in the pose of the (insane
ly) accommodating minstrel. The comedy of the scene is intensified
Depression era white audiences) by Delilah's holding the pose
childishly long. To be sure we get it, Bea laughs at her: "Oh, Delilah,"
Bea exclaims, "you're priceless." Her remark carries a double meaning:
Delilah has labored for free (or for room and board). And Delilah's
recipe turns out
be a success. Later, Delilah's commodified
appears
a billboard advertising Aunt Delilah's Pancake
a
Depression era indemnification of the rewards for keeping in one's
place. Donald Bogle interprets Imitation of Life as one of
films in
which the assertive (through growing more sassy) film servant emerges
(57-60). He is
but why this happens reveals something substantial
about 1930s films and Depression era America. Eugene Genovese
explains that Southern paternalism, with
roots in the
South,
made a space for African Americans by including them in the household
"family." Thus, a servant can be sassy as long as s/he does not overturn
the overarching structure of the social establishment. Since Imitation
contains a strong message for African-Americans to
in place in the
socioeconomic hierarchy, the kind of allowance the film makes for sub
versive sass from the servants
and in Gone With the Wind) fulfills
the paternalistic relationships that Sundquist
as having been car
ried from the South to the North while America "solved"
race prob
lem.
the subversive sassing of 1930s films represents another
in a long-term subversion of demeaning race relations, but from a
1930s perspective it is merely
extension of paternalism, a concession
in response to economic trauma weakening the system.
corporate
model for success, with its strong philosophy of controlled labor, and its
internal hierarchy, paired with the film's strong approval of racial hier
archy, suggests a nervousness over any threat
the racial status quo
whether social or economic.
Thus, household hierarchy repeatedly gets visual reinforcement
when Bea returns
work. We see Delilah
feet,
action she
later repeats. But when Delilah is
her deathbed, Bea places one hand
her shoulder and the other on Delilah's
keeping her body at an
appropriate remove. After a lifetime of shared child raising and busi
ness relations, having lived through good and bad times in the same
house, and after the physical intimacy of foot massages, one would
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expect more intimacy, especially since Delilah bears the familial title
"Aunt," and
the scene occurs at Delilah's deathbed. But visually
Bea repeats the action of her
Jesse who has not seen Delilah
for months while away at college, and who also keeps her body at an
awkward remove, tentatively touching Delilah, as though doing so
a
In another scene at one of
big parties, Delilah and her daugh
ter, Peola, appear outside at a gate (racially separated), looking up at the
white partygoers, with Delilah again commenting
the whites.
Though the screenplay has Delilah telling Peola
go in and join the
party, the socially proper camera keeps her and Peola out, segregated
their racially appropriate places.
screenplay accords with the sen
timents of a 1930s "women's picture," but the camera insists
1930s
racial order. Such order, connected to the image of the assembly line,
argues that the Depression can be overcome if everyone remains in their
"proper" social and economic places. After Delilah tearfully confides to
Bea that Peola, whose light skin enables her
"pass,"is miserable
(white in appearance, black by racial custom), Bea and Delilah retire to
their respective bedrooms.
camera offers a powerful image of the
conservative hierarchical order of
"family household" enforced
the film.
women appear in silhouette; Bea goes up the stairs her
room and Delilah
down the stairs
hers.
Such visual lessons are all the more ironic since old family relation
ships are conjured up early in the film. As a small child, Jesse refers to
Delilah as "Aunt Delilah," a term used later by Bea. In the confused
business/familial relations (though what
could they
the South
having failed to define those relations), Delilah's identity within the
household is fractured into maid as well as Aunt. She is
"a mother
fighting for her child" and a "girl" summoned in an advertisement.
The
onrelationship
of
nally,
to then.
she is asexual. Delilah
discusses
he
no Byinto with
The
Stephen Archer, who has expressed an interest in widowed Bea, and
advises Bea, "It ain't romantic to want a man, just natural."
the con
servative ideology of 1934, it is unnatural for Bea to remain manless, but
Delilah herself is without "natural" desires — she has
man of her
own. White women naturally want love and sex, but black women
should not. It is worth noting that Delilah's husband was the mulatto
whose lighter skin color shows up in Peola; Delilah
the other hand,
is quite black. Something "unnatural" thus occurred in her husband's
parentage, namely miscegenation.
film hints that it is better
Delilah's husband is dead: as a mulatto
represents
unacceptable
interracial desire. His very absence, however, points to a source outside
the film,
the forces that brought the Motion Picture Production code
being in 1930. Written under the auspices of Will Hays, the code
stated, "Miscegenation (sex relationship between the white and the
black races) is forbidden" (Mast 333). Best keep mulatto males out
the picture,
Peola's racial angst illustrates for 1930s audiences the
potential danger of not doing so.
instability of Delilah's identity
arises from tension between the forced conservative social identity the
film fits her with and the normal things she might desire.
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The economic and familial relations involving Delilah are least con
vincing when
company takes off. Bea and Elmer, now rich, summon
Delilah, informing her she is twenty percent owner of the company. Bea
says Delilah can have her own car and her
house, natural rewards
for following the corporate lead of Coca Cola. But Delilah responds as
a special category member of
family (aunt/servant): "You going to
send me away, Miss Bea?" she asks, sounding like a hurt family mem
ber (or child, given her deferential demeanor). She adds, "How am I
going to take care of you and Miss Jesse if I ain't here? .. . I'se your cook
and I
to stay your cook" - a remark that certainly would have
appealed
studio heads of the period. When Bea responds, "I only
thought now that the money's coming in, and after all it's all from your
pancake recipe," Delilah tells her, "I gives it to you, honey. I makes you
a present of it. You'se welcome." Bea answers, "Oh, Delilah. You're
hopeless. I'll have to put the money in the bank for you." Once Delilah
reaffirms the peculiar intimacy of racially organized "family" relations,
illogically insisting
remaining a servant, Bea resorts to the old pater
nalist role of looking out for her black
Corporate success, the
film argues,
not be confused with upending "natural" racial
hierarchy - the two can exist
by side. Yet, the film itself unwitting
ly deconstructs such a contradictory family/servant identity for Delilah.
Earlier, when the business first began to succeed, Delilah remarked that
Peola would never have to do housework for anybody. This remark
challenges Delilah's own eagerness
stay a servant, just as her role as
servant challenges the familial
"Aunt." Given her happiness,
should she not want
to have the same by finding herself a white
family? What does Delilah ask for herself with regard to the pancake
money?
good funeral. In logic that can be traced back
plantation
strategies
contain slaves, Imitation suggests that
a Delilah would
want in Depression era America is a Christian afterlife to ameliorate her
suffering in
present. But even during the slave period in American
history, as Eugene Genovese notes, "white ministers had credibility
problems" in the slave community (206). Slaves understood
logic of
deferring happiness preached by the master's clergymen and developed
instead their
version of Christianity that stressed the liberation
the Israelites.
The only significant challenge
the racial order of the film comes
from Peola. From an early age Peola learns she can pass for white. And
the film attempts to close off this threat. At Bea's dance, which she and
Delilah never really
Peola's anger seems triggered by feeling sep
arated from the white partygoers. Facing a mirror, she cries, "I want to
be white, like I look.. . . Look at me. Am I not white? Isn't that a white
girl there? .. . what is there for me, anyway?" Within the social dynam
ics of the Depression era, the film struggles to contain this outburst.
Delilah explains that Peola's light skinned father also protested the sys
tem: "He beat his fist against life all his days. Just eat him, through and
through" (perhaps as a union agitator?). She sees Peola's father's racial
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railing as pointless, a concept supporting the film's effort to reaffirm
1930s order. When Delilah calls herself Peola's "Mammy,"
cor
rects her with the title, "Mother." Peola's attitude accords with that of
six anonymous black men who wrote to The New York Times in the midst
of the 1930s, "Negroes like to be addressed by the customary titles of
polite and civil society, Mr., Mrs., Miss. [They] dislike being called 'boy,'
'girl,' 'aunty,' 'uncle' ... A sentimental tale about one's 'old black
mammy' will prevent or destroy rapport with a Negro audience."
Bea recommends Peola be sent to a good "colored" college in the
South, "where she won't have to be faced with the problem of white all
the time." But specifying the South suggests containment. Why not
Washington, D.C., Abraham Lincoln's Union capitol, where Howard,
the largest black university in the nation, was located? Or why not take
a shot at Barnard,
Zora Neale Hurston
already broken the
color line in 1925?
the quick resort to familial terms such as
"Aunt," one suspects Peola's journey South (where Jim Crow codes were
invented) to an all-black school might strike Depression era audiences
as an education in racial order.
Soon Peola
away from the "colored" college where Bea and
Delilah have sent her. When they locate
working as a cashier she
pretends she does not know her mother. Though unsuccessful, she
informs Delilah she's going away, and she wants Delilah not to recog
nize her if they meet. The shock of this rebuff sends Delilah to her
deathbed, where she dies of a broken heart. By the film's emotional
dynamics, Delilah's death reproves Peola's attitudes about race, a point
reinforced when Peola appears out of the crowd outside Delilah's funer
al. Violating family connections, denying her mother, Peola violates
racial order as well. The film's closed visual system and
screenplay
leave
place for Peola to challenge racial codes.
is punished for denying the established order. As Delilah's cof
fin is placed in the horse drawn coach, Peola, not in the church during
the funeral, rushes to the coffin, crying, "Can't you forgive me, mother?"
I killed my mother!" At the film's end, Jesse tells Bea that Peola has gone
back to college in the South, restoring the racial hierarchy. One of the
last images of the film is of Delilah's broadly smiling face
the sign
that lights up the sky advertising Aunt Delilah's Pancake mix. In effect,
the corporate world smiles down
the restored order of the
social relations, where everyone, now that Peola has behaved, is in her
proper place in the socioeconomic hierarchy.
Peola's desire to pass is notably not presented as an overt rejection
her African-American ethnic identity,
such an identity is absent
the social landscape presented in Imitation. Peola's most fervent
objection is
the familial term, "Mammy." Her logic, though the film
resists it, arises from her being repulsed by the concepts embedded
the Mammy identity. In civil rights history, Peola is not alone
this
point. A group of white Southerners
tried to erect a monument to
all of the African-American mammies, whom the whites regarded as
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having so selflessly served their white "families" (the confusion here in
the whole idea of whose families "theirs" are, demonstrates how easily
family relationships can become confused
the dominant system
begins making economic/kinship claims), soon met with African-Amer
ican protest. A psychological danger existed for African-American
women who played the mammy role so effectively that they internal
ized the mammy identity. Lawrence Levine remarks, "The tension was
inherent in the black situation: a need to role play use the stereo
types of the larger society to one's own advantage - and a need make
sure that role was not internalized, that the stereotype did not become
real" (255). Peola rejects not her mother's affection, but her mother's
and her own internalization of the stereotypical role. Her rejection chal
lenges the sentimental dynamics of Imitation. The film omits showing
any racist persecution African-Americans were enduring in 1934. When
is caught "passing" in her grade school, one white boy remarks,
with the "Our Gang" innocence of 1930s Hollywood sentimentality, "I
didn't know she was colored." Such disingenuousness contradicts the
realities a Peola would have faced in Depression era America, the one
where lynchings occurred and where African-American workers posed
a real threat as members of a growing movement into communism. In
one of the most famous passing novels, The Autobiography of an Ex-Col
ored Man, James Weldon Johnson's protagonist, a light skinned
with a touch of African ancestry, remarks on first learning
is a
"Negro," "I did indeed pass into another
From that time I
looked out through other eyes, my thoughts were colored, my words
dictated, my actions limited
one dominating, all pervading idea
which constantly increased in force and weight until I realized it in a
great, tangible fact" (21). Imitation of Life averts its gaze from the racial
reality Johnson records by pulling Peola away from the mirror which
provokes her questioning assigned racial identity.
film represents
instance of Hollywood's role in scripting the social identity of African
Americans for the movies' mass audiences. Peola, though the film
attempts to contain her at
end, has refused such an identity, as many
African Americans refused to internalize such public and powerful
"writing." Hers is the trace voice of discontented African Americans of
the 1930s. Viewed in historical context, Peola's is
voice that gets
through in this film, the voice that contests the corporate order this film
attempts to impose. Like that of Ralph Ellison's narrator in Invisible
Man, Peola's voice exposes the psychology contained in the observation,
"You wonder whether you aren't simply a phantom in other people's
minds. Say a figure in a nightmare, which the sleeper tries with all his
strength
destroy" (Ellison 3-4).

Notes
1. For diverse perspectives on this
see Zierold; Schatz, 3-66;
Gabler; May, 55-99;
and Wagner, 56-111; Horne, 120-52.
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2. For Laemmle's substantial contribution to film and for
relevance
of his immigrant background, see Zierold, 83-118; Gabler, 48-64.
3. See also Sussman.
4. For a contemporary account reflecting his enormous presence in the
public mind, see "Henry
Individualist."
5. See Genovese, Political Economy, 13-36; Cobb; Weiner, 970-992;
Wright, Political Economy
6. Press reports of the period were full of accounts of union uprisings
and violence. See Hardman, 252-5; "Labor: Blood Flows in San Francis
co,"
"Labor: A Hundred Cities Experience Strikes," 3-5.
7. Compare this to what W. Elliot Brownlee calls the "war between the
United Auto Workers and the private army of the Ford Motor Compa
ny," 436.
8. For
account of African-American experience in the Great Depres
sion, see Sternsher; Gray.
9. For a discussion of
antebellum Southern household and
pecu
liar black-white "family" kinships, see Fox-Genovese, 82-99.
10. For Genovese's interpretation of paternalistic relations, see 91-3.
11. For a history of Hollywood censorship, see Leff and Simmons.
12. "Letters to the Editor."
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